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I. Project Abstract
The process of setting up a gymnastics meet is long and complicated. Most meets
organized today involve large amounts of paperwork by both organizing gyms and
attending gyms. Tsukahara seeks to address this issue by providing a comprehensive
web based solution, to make it easy for gyms to both host and attend meets.

II. Vision and Scope
a) The Problem
A great deal of work (especially paperwork) goes into organizing a gymnastics
competition. First, a hosting gym must send out invitations to all possible participating
gyms. Then, participating gyms need to go through the process of signing up for the
meet:
1. Fill out general paper registration forms
2. Have coaches fill out athlete information for each participating athlete
3. Physically mail in registration forms along with payment
Each of these three steps involves substantial amounts of tedious work. For example,
each gym has a different set of paper registration forms. Also, since each coach often
has many athletes, coaches may need to fill out the same information as many as seven
times just to attend one meet.
The hosting gym is then faced with a mountain of paperwork. The gym has to keep
meticulous track of which gyms have signed up, which have paid, how much they have
paid, and then enter all athlete registration information into a score-recording program.
With some meets involving over 1,000 athletes, a substantial amount of time and effort
is put into organizing a meet. In addition, one of the most difficult problems when
organizing a meet is implementing changes to an already submitted roster. If, for
example, an athlete gets sick and has to drop out of the meet, the sick athlete’s gym
needs to be reimbursed for the athlete’s registration fee. In addition, all score-recording
paperwork needs to be updated to show that the athlete did not attend the meet. Most
gyms have at least one last-minute change, each of which must be handled individually
by the gym hosting the meet.
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b) The Solution
Project Tsukahara is a web application that will expedite many of the redundant tasks
currently involved in organizing a meet. One of the biggest benefits of Tsukahara is the
mitigation of the need for gyms to advertise. Gyms using Tsukahara to organize their
meet will have their meet automatically advertised on the website. Automatic online
advertising will reduce the amount of time and effort a gym must put into advertising
their meet. With a few clicks of the mouse, gyms hosting meets will be able to send out
email invitations to other gyms signed up with Tsukahara. The ability to electronically
invite other gyms reduces costs by eliminating both the time spent creating customized
paper invitations and the cost of postage.
In addition to making it easy to advertise to other meets, Tsukahara will save gyms time
when hosting or signing up for meets. Gyms will only have to fill out their athlete and
coach information one time to sign up for an unlimited number of meets. Coaches will
be able to quickly and easily select which athletes they want to register for a specific
competition. Gyms will also not have to deal with the hassles of registration fees
because Tsukahara will give attending gyms the option of paying online. When gyms
host meets, a lot of time is spent calculating and recalculating how much attending
gyms have to pay (since athletes often drop out of meets last minute). With Tsukahara,
all these calculations take place automatically. At the start of a meet, the hosting gym
will be able to print out an exact statement showing how much each gym still owes or
how much they need to be repaid, eliminating many of the money hassles associated
with running a meet.
Tsukahara makes it easy to run and attend gymnastics meets, but it also simplifies many
of the post-meet tasks. After all registration has been processed, Tsukahara will export
all meet data into a score-recording program. Currently, all gyms must tediously input all
meet data into scoring programs by hand. Automating this process can save hours of
tedious work.
Tsukahara will make organizing and registering for competitions easier and cheaper for
everyone.

c) The Future
This concept is not only useful for gymnastics competitions. Tsukahara will be written
and designed in a way that will allow it to be flexible enough to be expanded to other
sports such as track and field, swimming, basketball, and soccer as well. We also hope to
integrate Tsukahara with a network based scoring system to enable meet attendees or
parents to view their published scores online in real time as the meet takes place.
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d) Profitability
Opportunities
There were 47 regular season girls compulsory gymnastics meets in Northern California
in 2007. There were 28 regular season girls optional gymnastics meets in Northern
California in 2007. There were roughly 15 boys gymnastics meets in 2007.
These numbers indicate that there are about 90 artistic gymnastics meets in Northern
California alone. Assuming that Northern California is a rough approximation for at least
40 other states, we can assume that there are approximately 3,600 meets in the United
States every year.
Financial Model
Signing up for Tsukahara will be free. By making it free to sign up, gyms will be
encouraged to sign up and explore the services offered. Revenues will be generated
when gyms organize meets. In the beginning, gyms will be given an “Early Adopter”
discount and will only have to pay approximately $100 to host a meet. This amount is
very small when compared to the various costs of organizing a meet without Tsukahara.
As more gyms begin using Tsukahara, the discount will be phased out and the price of
hosting a meet will go up to $200. Based on our analysis of the number of meets hosted
annually, this gives Tsukahara the potential to earn over $720,000 every year.

e) Scope
In this version, gyms should be able to:
• Create an account for free
• Log in immediately after account creation
• Publish lists of athletes and coaches
• Publish gym-profile information
• Sign athletes up for a meet
In future versions, gyms will be able to:
• Export meet info to a meet scoring program
• Pay for meets online
• Create additional (limited) usernames for coaches to edit their own team profiles

f) Design goals
We hope to make Tsukahara a seamless tool to use. Typical use-cases will drive UI
developent. We will design our database schema diagram first and, to the extent
possible, use test-driven development.
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We will also use acceptance tests to make sure all cases are working properly. By using
Horizontal prototyping we hope to analyze and fix UI before linking essential features to
working code.

III. Requirements
These requirements specify all the various capabilities of Tsukahara. Below is an outline
of Tsukahara’s capabilities for anonymous users, coaches, and meet directors followed
by an in-depth look at some of the specific Tsukahara components.

Anonymous Users
•
•
•
•

View Meets
Browse scores from past meets
Sign up a new user
View basic information about Meet Director

Anonymous users will be able to view all past meets and current meets to encourage
them to create their own account. Additionally, basic information about Meet Director
will be viewable by all users.

For the Coach
•
•
•
•
•

Create a team profile
o Printable team profile (generic meet entry form)
Enter several meets at once
Pay online
Scratch an athlete online
Search for meets by location, size, etc.

Coaches are users created by Meet Directors (or gyms) and have the ability to manage
their own athletes. Coaches can enter their athletes into meets using Tsukahara and, if
authorized by the gym, automatically pay online. The Coach login type will not be
available in the first version, but will be part of future releases.

For the Meet Director (Gym)
•
•

•

Advertise a meet in the meet list
Organize meets
o Create and organize rotation schedule
o Always up-to-date participant list
o Automatically generated scoring files
Receive/authorize online payments
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•
•

•

Create Coach user names
Post-meet info
o Post self created .pdf or
o Use meet info template
Post-meet results

Meet Directors, or gyms, are the most powerful type of user. Gyms can create coach
sub-users, have all the abilities that coaches do, and can also create and post meet info.
Gyms will manage all payments including receiving payments from other gyms and
authorizing payments for attending other meets.

Components
Meet List
•

•

Meet finder search and sort functions
o By location
o By meet size
o By date
o By level (ie. search for meet held in conjunction with an NCAA
competition, or meets for Level 4, etc.)
Links to meet info and meet website

Meet lists will be easily navigable by being both sortable and searchable.

Team Profile
•

•

•
•
•

Club Info
o Location
o Contact info
o USAG number
o Coach info
Athlete Info
o USAG number
o Name
o Birthday
o Level
o T-Shirt size
o US citizen
Support for multiple teams per club (ie. girls and boys)
Editable at any time
Printable

Team profiles will be used as the primary tool for managing teams. Profiles will be
editable by specific coaches as well as gyms. Profile information will be automatically
propagated to gyms when coaches or gyms sign up athletes for meets.
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Payment
•
•

Purchase service from third party
Accept payment via credit card, paypal, and direct link to a bank account

All payment information will be managed by a third party web application. No account
information will be stored in the Tsukahara database. By delegating payment options
Tsukahara will maximize the safety of customer payment information.

Meet Organization/Score-System File Generation
•
•
•
•
•

Edit start list/rotation schedule
Monitor who and how many are entered
Printable participant list
Automatically generate score-system files and export to ProScore
Handle scratches

When the actual day of a meet comes, Tsukahara will streamline the process of actually
running the meet. Tsukahara will handle last-minute scratches, print out participant
lists, and export all athlete information to a scoring program, making it much easier for
hosting meets on the day of the meet.

Meet Results
•
•
•

Real time update
Advanced search and sort
Analysis features
o Graph progress of
 Athlete
 Team
 Project future performance

Advertising
•
•
•

The ability to email invites to other gyms
Ability to search for meets by proximity to gym location
Pop-up invites on login for gyms invited to a meet

Gyms will be able to directly invite other gyms through Tsukahara. New meets will also
be advertised through the searchable meet list. In future versions, gyms will be able to
sign up to be automatically notified of new meets hosted nearby.

Meet Info Page/Flyer Generator



Space to post a custom meet info flyer
Meet info template
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o Location
o Meet Director
o Contact info
o Directions
o Schedule/Rotation schedule
o Hotel info
Link to host website

Meet Schedule Generator



Printable
Ability to add additional meets that were not entered online

IV. Technologies
This section outlines each of the various technologies we used when building Tsukahara.
Development Tools
Eclipse
Flex Builder 2/3

The Adobe editor built on top of Eclipse that simplifies
general design of Flex projects

Web-tools plugin

Helps to deploy and debug our application from within
Eclipse.

XML-buddy plugin

An xml editor with code completion capabilities.

Subclipse plugin

Allows us to do Subversion operations from within Eclipse.

Build Tools
Ant

XDoclet

Code Quality Tools
Selenium

Automation tool for automatically building the database and
other tasks.
Automatically generate xml files.

A GUI testing robot to simplify the process of testing UI

Web Server
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Tomcat

Relatively standard server that allows for the execution
of Java code in association with Flex.

Database Server
MySQL

An open source database server.

Version Control
Subversion

A general version control system.

Frameworks
Flex Open source Adobe framework, the primary framework used to build the
Tsukahara web application
LCDS Adobe LiveCycle Data Services. Used to integrate back-end java code with
the front-end of the application.
JUnit A framework for testing back-end java code.

Programming Languages
Flex – The primary programming language of Tsukahara.
Java – Used for the back end code and classes.
HTML – Standard web page language.
CSS – Cascading Style Sheets. Simplifies the process of making UI changes.
SQL – Used to query and make changes to the MySQL database.
Actionscript – Standard coding language for Adobe Flash

Reflection
This list comprises all of the technologies that went into creating the final Tsukahara
project. There were also several technologies that were used, but did not make it into
the final project. For example, in the vertical prototype and the first third of our
development, we used Hibernate for all database access. As development continued,
we decided not to use Hibernate, so it is not listed above. Conversely, Selenium was not
used very much in the current version of Tsukahara, but as the user interface is finalized
in future versions, Selenium will be used extensively to automate acceptance tests.
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V. Design
Basic Architecture
The rigid nature of Flex and how it works with Adobe LiveCycle Data Services limited the
amount of control we had over the software architecture. Since Tsukahara is a Web
App, it follows the basic Model
Model-View-Controller
oller design strategy. The View is the user
interface, designed and implemented in Flex
lex using the Flex Builder. The Controller is a
series of ActionScript classes and Java Classes designed to react to user input from the
user interface. The Model is the da
database
tabase where user data is saved and modified by the
Controller.
Deployment Diagram
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VI.. The Final Product
The first version of Tsukahara features many of the user interface design features
offered in Flex. Below, you can see the “Pop up” feature shown as the login window.

Before logging in, users can also look at a list of available meets. This list of meets is
shown in a sortable list view called a data grid, that incorporates much of the easyeasy
search and sort functionality specified in the requirements.
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After logging in, users are shown a landing page informing them about the current state
of their gym.

From the landing page, gyms can use the “My Club” tab to change all their gym info
including: club information, coach profiles, and ath
athlete
lete data. Gyms can also select meets
to attend, or host their own meets.
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To edit coach, athlete, and gym information, data grids are populated with information
from the database paired with a set of controls for edits. As users change controls, the
information in the data grid is updated. Changes are persisted into the database when
the “Apply Changes” button is pressed.

VII. The Development Experience
With Tsukahara lasting over two years (so far) I have learned a tremendous amount
about working on a startup project.
a) Flex, the Right Decision?
We began working on Tsukahara with high expectations. We were debating between
writing the project using Google Web Toolk
Toolkit,
it, a framework that two of us had previous
experience with, or Adobe Flex, a new exciting technology that was thought to have the
potential to revolutionize the idea of a web app. We chose Flex
lex based on the “exciting”
factor of using new technology. This, in retrospect, may have not been the best
decision.
When we chose to use Flex, we decided to use cutting edge technology. The problem
with new technologies, however, is that they are constantly changing.. We began
Tsukahara using the Flex 2 beta plugin in eclipse, and the project now is being finished
with a stable release of Flex 3. The changing of the framework caused some unforeseen
problems through the course of the project. After taking a hiatus from the project and
installing Flex Builder 3 on my com
computer,
puter, I found large portions of previously working
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code no longer worked correctly and had to be updated to work with the new
framework.
In addition to problems with the framework, Flex itself proved very difficult to use. The
Flex language is different from most programming languages, and has a relatively steep
learning curve. Our decision to use Adobe LiveCycle Dataservices as a gateway to our
database proved difficult, since we were forced to write code in Flex, ActionScript, and
Java just to make simple queries to the database. Problems were magnified by the lack
of a good debugger or error system in Flex. Almost every error produces a simple error
alert in Adobe Flash, and the alerts contain very little useful information about solving
problems.
Flex is a language designed for the purpose of having complicated applications in a web
browser. Although Tsukahara is a technically sophisticated problem that requires many
working parts, most of the required functionality is more like a normal web application
(facebook) and less like a complicated web application (photoshop in a browser). For
this reason, I think we would have been better off implementing Tsukahara in a more
traditional web language like asp.net or php instead of Flex.
b) Problems and Solutions
In addition to the problems incurred by the changing framework, we also experienced
other basic frustrations associated with using a new language. Flex is not yet optimized
for group development. Several files have to have full (not relative) paths to other files
in order for Flex to correctly build the project, so we had to be careful about which files
we committed to or checked out from the group repository. Flex also had issues working
on different operating systems. In development, we ran Flex Builder on Windows XP,
Ubuntu Linux, and Mac OS X; each of these operating systems had different issues with
Flex Builder. In the beginning, we also tried to use Hibernate to automate our database
access. Although we were able to get it working for our vertical prototype, as we
developed Tsukahara, we discovered that Hibernate caused more problems than it
solved and was largely incompatible with Flex.
Although we experienced problems with the Flex framework being so new, we had
several issues with just the framework in general. One problem we ran into early on was
figuring out how to make Flex work with Tomcat. Upon first downloading Flex Builder
and Adobe Livecycle Data Services, Flex is set up to deploy to an Adobe Jboss server.
Through the use of the Web Tools Plug in (and hours of configuration-file of trial and
error) we were able to get Flex Builder to automatically deploy to a Tomcat server and
correctly use Adobe LiveCycle Data Services. In addition to these technical server issues,
the Flex language itself is very different from the typical languages used in Computer
Science. This wouldn’t have been a big issue except the documentation for Flex is not
very good. We actually wound up purchasing several books to assist in development,
instead of relying solely on the internet.
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c) Design Strategies
In the beginning, we set out to do test-driven development and practice code reviews.
With all the difficulties we experienced with Flex, often all three of us would come
together to work on potential solutions until we could get the project working (like
Tomcat deployment). With all of us working on solutions together, the idea of testdriven development and code reviews kind of fell by the wayside and was replaced with
pair programming and typical functional development. However, once we got going we
were able to still sort of use test-driven development. We wound up designing
acceptance tests for all our features before we implemented them. This acceptance test
policy allowed us to keep our development going at a fast pace, while making sure we
still gave thought to the final product.
d) What I learned
Tsukahara taught just how difficult start-ups can be. I learned that new technologies,
while cool, are very difficult to use as a basis for a project. One of my own biggest
challenges with Tsukahara was maintaining motivation. When mired in difficult
development (sometimes it would take hours just to get a seemingly simple feature
working) it can become difficult to stay driven and not switch to other projects.
I also discovered just how fun it is to rediscover a project. After taking a break from
working on Tsukahara, I found that my enthusiasm for development returned and I am
excited to get it published and working as profitable technology service.
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